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Purpose of ESA

To provide for and promote, for exclusively peaceful purposes, cooperation 
among European states in space research and technology and their space 
applications. (i.e. Article 2 ESA Convention)

THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY

Facts and figures

Over 50 years of experience

22 Member States

8 sites across Europe and a spaceport in French Guiana

Over 80 satellites designed, tested and operated in flight
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The largest space innovation network in the world

• Supporting European start-ups and SMEs to 
develop businesses using space technology 
and data.

• Offering funding, business and technical 
support to help to generate successful 
business and create jobs.

ESA SPACE SOLUTIONS ESA SPACE SOLUTIONS OFFERS
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A tool at your disposal – the Ambassador Network

• Ambassadors are present in 9 countries

• They are your local interface for your ESA Space Solutions questions

• They can advise you on:

 Preparation of the Activity Pitch Questionnaire 

 Give you an overview of ESA Space Solutions funding opportunities 

https://business.esa.int/ambassador-platforms
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Agriculture

Healthcare

Transport

Media

AviationEnergy

Education

Financial

Environment

MaritimeBig Data analytics

VR/AR

Artificial Intelligence

Mega-constellations

Crowdsourcing

IoT

Cybersecurity

Blockchain

5G (https://artes.esa.int/esa-5g6g-hub)

Space Technology… … to serve Users & Market… coupled with… 

Space
Weather

Earth
Observation

Satellite
Navigation

Satellite
Communication

Spaceflight
Technologies

Space tech, users & markets Project web pages: 
business.esa.int/projects 
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT (12-24 months)

• implement and perform a pilot/pre-
operational demonstration of the services 
with the involvement of relevant users

• validate the business case and undertake 
business development activities to ensure 
successful service roll-out 

• deliver a minimum viable service after the 
conclusion of the demo project 

FEASIBILITY STUDY (9 months)

Preparatory activity to assess and define new 
potentially sustainable applications and services
• assess the technical feasibility and commercial 

viability of service(s) able to meet the needs and 
conditions of relevant user community(ies),

• consolidate the business strategy
• secure the buy-in and involvement of important 

customers/users for the further implementation 
and market roll-out, 

• reduce technical and commercial risks 
• prepare a potential follow-on demonstration 

project

USER-DRIVEN ACTIVITIES 
involvement of user communities and relevant stakeholders 
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Role of Space and 5G 
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Background Information

5G for l’ ART – Structural Monitoring and 
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• Buildings and Infrastructures and Urban Area are exposed to an increasing number of events determined by anthropic activities (e.g., heavy load vehicles,
construction works, environmental pollution) and natural hazards (e.g., earthquake, climate changes, heavy rains, hydrogeological instability); these could
compromise the health of structures, including their static and dynamic behaviour under certain condition, with direct consequences on the stability,
functionality, accessibility, service operability and safety of the building, which in some very unfortunate case has brought to loss of life.

• With this is clear, how the approach towards the Structural Health Monitoring combined with a systematic risk assessment, can gather critical information
which are essential for all value chain activities including planning, construction, operation, optimisation, safety and service resilience of structures. These
services are extremely valuable for a number of end-user and stakeholders, including: municipalities, building owners and operators, infrastructure network
managers, engineering firms, environmental agency, service network operators and smart cities.

• Structural Health Monitoring and Risk Modelling systems include a number of elements which include use cases, data model, risk managing processes,
system concept, technologies, in-situ sensors and satellite technologies. Managing this complexity requires a structured, secure means of communicating,
encompassing the integration between satellite communication and terrestrial communication infrastructure(5G), to ultimate share information across
spatial area in timely manner and ensuring reliable connectivity. Designing, deploying and managing these types of services for a series of users and
applications requires to consider trade-offs such as system functionality/complexity and interoperability versus the cost of deployment and operation, which
should be taken in account in the businessmodelling.



Use Cases
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• 1)Structural Health Monitoring of buildings and road infrastructures (Enhancement of the data acquisition
capabilities of existing structures in relation to static and dynamic model; Prediction of static/dynamic response in relation to anthropic

events or natural hazards).

• 2) Utility Network Infrastructure monitoring (obtain, in a timely manner, information related to the status of network to
ultimately ensure intervention, enable on-demand repairing works, provide predictive maintenance capability and optimal design; ensure
the service operation of fresh water distribution, gas distribution and electricity at scale).

• 3) Risk Modelling and Geotechnical analysis (evaluate the adequacy to build a structure in the specific area in line with
municipal/regional regulation and safety policies; evaluate the trends evolution/deterioration of the geo-morphological conditions which
require attention from the local authority/other stakeholders to ensure the safety standards).

• 4)Evaluation of Environmental Impact of construction work and infrastructure operation (collect
environmental parameters through the use of in-situ measurements and remote sensing techniques combined with short and medium range
weather forecast; Provide short and long term environmental monitoring solutions, as well as key parameters evaluation capability to
identify trends and anticipate the occurrence of pollution event).



• Satellite Communication (SatCom) play a role in
providing connectivity for in-situ sensors for remote structure/infrastructures
sites (e.g. rural and remote areas). Play and essential role as back-up connectivity
to terrestrial (5G) communications.

• Satellite Navigation (SatNav)GNSS enables PNT functions,
which are deemed instrumental for geo-localisation of in-situ sensors, tracking
oscillation/tilts of structures. Navigation functionalities are deemed essential for
route-optimisation traffic mappings and heavy-load vehicles stress analysis.
GNSS also enables geo-tagging of environmental and weather parameters to
enable trend analysis, nowcasting and forecasting capabilities.

• Satellite Earth Observation (SatEO) Optical HR/VHR
images provide observation capability of the structure/infrastructure and
contingent area; enabling functionalities such as vegetation monitoring, change
detection and damage assessment. Satellite Radiometric measurements provides:
altimetry mission mapping (e.g., in land waters build hydrology models);
topography models which detect the status and evolution of earth surface.
SAR/InSAR provides accurate (e.g. to mm) monitoring of the earth surface
movements which could evidence risks of landslide, deep seeded gravitational
movements. Atmospheric satellite missions provide measurements of the
pollution levels including (e.g., presence of dust particles, CO2 ,NO2) across the
area-of-interest.

Value of Space

5G for l’ ART – Structural Monitoring and 
Risk Modelling 3/4



Prof. Fabio Graziosi

Università degli Studi dell’Aquila

Structural Monitoring and Risk Modelling:

Expertise and Facilities in L’Aquila 

and
Pilots Utilisation Scenarios



Molise 2002 Emilia 2012

Umbria/Marche 2016

L’Aquila 2009

Amatrice 2016

Structural Health Monitoring: Motivation



Innovating City Planning through Information and Communications 
Technologies - INCIPICT



Project Objectives
INCIPICT
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5G Trial in L’Aquila



ITU-R IMT 2020 Use Cases and INCIPICT



uRLLC & Earthquake Early Warning

SENSORS DATA

Alarms

model-based monitoring
• Project model validation
• Analisys model validation
• Damage identification

data-driven monitoring
• Structural Health Monitoring
• Vulnerability assessment



uRLLC & Earthquake Early Warning



SICURA - caSa Intelligente delle teCnologie per la sicURezza - l’Aquila



SICURA - caSa Intelligente delle teCnologie per la sicURezza - l’Aquila

x

x

ZTE Innovation and Research Center



5G for l'ART



5G for l'ART: Structural Monitoring and Risk Modelling



Pilots utilisation scenarios

Structural Health Monitoring of buildings 

and road infrastructures

Risk Modelling and Geotechnical analysisUtility Network Infrastructure monitoring

Evaluation of Environmental Impact 

of construction work and infrastructure operation.



Structural Health Monitoring of buildings and road infrastructures

SCUOLA PRIMARIA "M. VENTRE"- VIA ANTICA 
ARISCHIA – PETTINO (42.372069, 13.362544)

SCUOLA PRIMARIA "ALCIDE DE GASPERI" – VIA A. DE 
GASPERI – TORRIONE (42.359051, 13.409578)

SCUOLA MEDIA "T. PATINI" -VIA A. ARISCHIA –
PETTINO (42.371088, 13.365293)

SCUOLA MEDIA "D. ALIGHIERI" – VIA ACQUASANTA-
COLLESAPONE (42.355709, 13.411611) 

SCUOLA ELEMENTARE "G. RODARI" – VIA SALARIA 
ANTICA EST – PILE (42.356924, 13.373725)
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Sede operativa

Sede di rappresentanza

Torre civica

Palazzo 
Margherita

Palazzo 
Camponeschi

Dipartimento 
Scienze Umane 

UNIVAQ

Scuola De Amicis

Dipartimento 
Ingegneria e Scienze 
dell’Informazione e 

Matematica UNIVAQ

Basilica di S. Maria 
di Collemaggio

Structural Health Monitoring of buildings and road infrastructures
SHM network in L’Aquila available with SICURA



Other monitoring examples in L’Aquila

31

ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications & Earthquake Early Warning



Utility Networks Infrastructure monitoring 

Chiarino Springs (42,48821666, 13,446325)

- Sensors to measure water Physical/Chemical 
parameters
- Surveillance system (installed where not previously 
present)
- 4G router to provide connectivity to sensors and 
surveillance system (installed where not previously 
present)
- Automatic sampling system.



Utility Networks Infrastructure monitoring 

A self powered system is intalled
we will use the flow of water to generate sufficent electricity to 

power the system



Risk modelling and Geotechnical analysis

Municipality Area of L’Aquila

Seismic and territorial monitoring by INGV (Istituto
Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia) in the 
framework of SICURA project



Evaluation of Environmental Impact of construction work and infrastructure
operation

Building sites for reconstruction in L’Aquila territory

L’Aquila University is developing a project to define 
procedures to manage building sites quality 
considering safety, air quality, noise pollution. 
Activities are also included in the framework of 
SICURA project – House of Emerging Technologies. 
Building sites monitored and related acquired data 
will be available for pilot projects.



Thank you

Prof. Fabio Graziosi

Università degli Studi dell’Aquila
fabio.graziosi@univaq.it





An "open laboratory"
Torino offers itself and its assets to test breakthrough solutions in 
any domain of public interest to shape the City of the future. Frontier 
technologies at the service of quality of life and environmental and 
social sustainability on the city scale.

What is Torino City Lab

COOPERATIVE,  
CONNECTED & 
AUTONOMOUS 

VEHICLES

DRONE BASED 
INNOVATIVE 
SERVICES

5G ENABLED 
TECHNOLOGIES: 

IOT, AI, ROBOTICS, 
BLOCKCHAIN

CLEAN TECH & 
SMART LIFE 
SOLUTIONS



WHAT
TCL OFFERS



The City

What TCL offers

The whole city area and its assets for testing1

Municipal intangibles (people, processes, 
services and data).2

A single internal contact point3

Facilitated relationships within the +90 
partners4





+61 trial contracts, +35 ongoing projects smart
mobility, environment, smart living

3 STRESS TEST AREAS
• Doralab – Urban Air Mobility Open Air Park
• Smart Road Circuit- Connected Cooperative and

automated vehicles testing area
• EDU-LAB Drovetti School- Learning Tech Laboratory

NEW TRANSFER TECH HUB
TURIN HOUSE OF EMERGING TECHNOGIES

3 SECTORAL LABS
● IOT for URBAN QUALITY
● SHARING & CIRCULAR ECONOMY
● EDULAB

TCL KEY FACTS
*since 2018

+100 companies
+90 partners

1 SPECIAL INITIATIVE
TORINO CITY LOVE CAMPAIGN (2020)

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
ESA, ASI, ENAC

SUPPORT TO ACCELERATORS
Techstars, Impact Deal, XEDU, Take Off



Turin House of 
EMERGING 
TECH

+380 startups/SMEs
+25 partners & 
Stakeholders



Emerging Technologies 
Artificial

Intelligence
Internet of  

Things
Blockchain

enabled by

Strategic Sectors

Urban Air 
MobilitySmart Road Smart City ServicesIndustry 4.0

connected vehicles, 
V2X infrastructure, 

autonomous guidance

monitoring and 
surveillance, city 

logistiscs, 
transportation 

connected machines, 
extended supply chain, 

customer relationship and 
experience

digital services, asset 
management, use of public 

spaces, cultural heritage 
and tourism



CTE NEXT : What’s on now?

#5G infrastructure
#Assets & spaces
#Open Calls & Services 
# Urban Testing
#Training 
#Partners & community



CTE NEXT | Sites

CTE NEXT as a distributed hub, based on 
different sites for different activities 



Spaces
_stress test areas

_SMART ROAD CIRCUIT

_Doralab - UAM



Agreement with ESA since September
2019

Already 3 Calls issued
● CULTURAL HERITAGE
● SAFETY & SECURITY
● TRANSPORT

TCL & ESA
5G for L’ART

+25 businesses/ 
R&D actors

involved

Currently, 5 projects supported:
• INVENTA 
• Space2Tree
• Vadus
• S-Edge
• Immagina



• Analysis and Monitoring of Network Subservices 
in Turin
Tools to analysie and predict impact of hazards onto the underground 
network infrastructure, through for instance soil analysis tools which 
allows the reconstruction of underground utilities, cavities and buried 
structures, allowing the return of data with a range of precision that 
extends from 5 cm to 3 meters in depth.

TCL & ESA
5G for L’ART
Structural 
Monitoring

FOCUS & 
NEEDS in 
#Torino

• Monitoring of District Heating network and other network 
infrastructures (electricity & Telecommunications)

Need of constant activity of leak monitoring by local utilities also through the use of 
aerial images. Interest in finding out best in class solutions to monitor the health of 
these network infrastructures from natural and anthropic hazards, through a cost 
effective and user friendly solution. This will provide a better security management as 
well as the possibility to better plan the maintenance/failure mitigation actions. 
Moreover, the possibility to act almost real time can be envisioned. Specifically the 
user shall be able to: Identify the location of the damaged element of the 
infrastructure;Monitor remotely the condition of critical elements and receive alarms 
when their conditions have changed; Taking informed decisions on maintenance 
work; Organize maintenance work based on current condition of the asset.



• Structural Monitoring of Bridges on the River Po

Interest in SHM solutions that can predict and manage the off-the-
ground of bridges and rivers, monitoring the stays, possibly with a fast
frequency of SAR sampling. These solutions could be integrated with
sensors (accelerometers, oscillation sensors, etc.) and with AI for
predictive modelling.

TCL & ESA
5G for L’ART
Structural 
Monitoring

FOCUS & 
NEEDS in 
#Torino

• Risk modelling and Geotechnical analysis
There is an interest in studying how flooding events impact on buildings, 
thanks to maps on the recurrence of flooding, in order to do localized 
prevention work. This could also entail an alignment with the structure of the 
sewers.. Moreover it is useful to nvestigate surface deformation induced by 
the ascent of the aquifer via satellite data. The idea is to have hands on tools 
to be used in the planning phase for construction works or to plan nature 
based solutions as well as to correctly advise private operators dealing with 
environmental compensations.
The main focus is then on solutions to help in the care of Greenery in 
the Hills with the support and monitoring of the Civil Protection.



• Evaluation of Environmental Impact of construction 
work and infrastructure operation

• Ex ante impact assessment of actions on green areas (e.g. de-
waterproofing, forestation, etc.). 

• It is also interesting to work on LCA tools to calculate the impact of 
events on park and seize the opportunity to use satellite data and 
tech as an asset for this specific need also.

• Monitoring impact of greenery, landslides in relation to the 
mapping and monitoring of hilly streams.

> Focus on Green recreational areas/ Urban forests /Parks in Torino

TCL & ESA
5G for L’ART
Structural 
Monitoring

FOCUS & 
NEEDS in 
#Torino



• Support to the definition of the use case with 
relevant City Departments, Local Utilities, Other 
partners.

• Support to set up the demonstration phase
• Support and monitoring of pilots 
> Frequency of measurements to be decided in 
cooperation with solution providers/R&D actors 
depending also on the type of data gathered and the 
solutions used.
• Target duration of pilots: 6 months (extendible to 

max 12 months) in line with the framework of 
current “Open Innovation Platforms: Torino City 
Lab and CTE NEXT).

ESA 5G for 
L’ART
Structural
Monitoring

Support to 
future projects 





THANKS More info
ELENA DEAMBROGIO, Head Smart City 
and EC project Office, City of Torino, 
elena.deambrogio@comune.torino.it

Website: www.torinocitylab.com

www.ctenext.it
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How to apply? 



Go to business.esa.int 
 Scroll down to the part “Featured Opportunities”

to see all activities currently open or in 
preparation

 Specific Call website available at  https: 
//business.esa.int/funding/invitation-to-
tender/5g-for-lart-structural-monitoring-and-risk-
modelling

Where to find the information

5G for l’ ART: Structural Monitoring 
and Risk Modelling



• Funded participation to ESA ARTES Business Applications 
and Space Solutions (BASS) is open to any company and/or 
organisation, be it as a group of users, public body or non-
governmental organisation, residing in any of those states 
that subscribe to the ARTES BASS programme.

• To date, Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, The 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, 
Switzerland and the United Kingdom have subscribed.

• The applicable funding level of the individual prime- or 
subcontractors is subject to authorisation by the involved 
National Delegation(s). Therefore, bidding teams are 
requested to obtain a Letter of Authorisation from all their 
national delegations before submitting a Full Proposal.

ELIGIBILITY

5G for l’ ART: Structural Monitoring 
and Risk Modelling



1st step
Submission of

Outline Proposal

2nd step
Submission of Full

Proposal

Following
authorisation

by ESA by
17March 

2023

Deadline
28 

February
2023

Deadline 24 
April 2023

OK from
ESA

OK from
National 
Delegations
(Authorisation
of Funding)

Call for OP 
opening

16 January
2023

Roamdap** Dates are tentative

5G for l’ ART: Structural Monitoring 
and Risk Modelling



5G for l’ ART: Structural Monitoring 
and Risk Modelling

Feasibility studies (FS) that investigate the technical viability and business potential of services
that use both 5G and satellite/space-based data. FP shall:
• Be customer/user driven and present a strong sustainability potential
• Propose a service demonstrating the benefits from the integrated use of at least one space
asset integrated with 5G terrestrial assets
• address the needs identified in at least two of the four use cases which will be described in the 
Tender documentation.
• Studies shall include a proof of concept (PoC) in at least one of the areas/sites/buildings
proposed by the 5G for L’ ART involved users .
• aim to evolve the targeted applications and services to marketability and operational roll-out,
potentially through an ARTES 4.0  Demonstration Project after successful completion of the
feasibility study.

Feasibility Study: Key Requirements



5G for l’ ART: Structural Monitoring 
and Risk Modelling

Demonstration Project (DP), dedicated to the implementation and demonstration of pre-operational
services. The DP shall:
• be customer/user driven
• address the needs identified in two of the four use cases which will be described in the Tender
documentation.
• propose a service demonstrating the benefits from the integrated use of at least one space asset
with 5G terrestrial assets, with clear potential to become sustainable.
• provide a measurable socio-economic impact
• include a Pilot demonstration in at least two of the proposed assets/areas listed in Tender
documentation

Demo Project: Key Requirements
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• WHAT WE LOOK FOR: We offer funding and support to companies, both for business case assessment and for the 

development of new, space-based services related to “ Structural Monitoring and Risk Modelling”. Our offer includes:

 Technical & commercial guidance;

 Access to our network and partners;

 Zero-equity funding as summarized in the table presented below

FUNDING SCHEME

ACTIVITY
ESA PROJECT FUNDING (UP to % of 
ELIGIBLE COST)

ESA CO-FUNDING LIMIT

Feasibility Study 50% Max ESA price: 200 kEuro
Demonstration Project 50% Max ESA price: 1 MEuro
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• 1. Register by completing online questionnaire on  https://esastar-emr.sso.esa.int/ (minimum 
‘light registration’)

• 2. Access  to ESA-Star “publication” through the link https://doing-business.sso.esa.int/
• Find the call -> “5G for l’ ART- Structural Monitoring and Risk Modelling”
• Download the  official tender documentation
• Create  the bidder restricted area (aka  B.R.A.) 

• 3. Write your Outline Proposal using the template provided in the Tender   documentation and 
email it at business@esa.int cc to Audrey.Ferreol@esa.int before the first submission deadline.

• 4. ESA will inform you whether your outline proposal has been selected .

• 5. Write your Full Proposal and obtain Letter of Support from National Delegation : 
https://business.esa.int/national-delegations

• 6. Submit your proposal via ESA-STAR Tendering by 24th April 2023 

• 7. Check the Web page of the initiative for official dates:

https://business.esa.int/funding/invitation-to-tender/5g-for-lart-structural-monitoring-and-risk-
modelling

HOW TO APPLY?
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 Thank you for your attention

Cristiano Cialone
European Space Agency (ESA)
Downstream Business Applications 
Department
Cristiano.Cialone@ext.esa.int                     
| business.esa.int 

Open Questions & 

Answers Session


